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The Oathsworn Series Books 1 to 5

2014-06-12

the band of viking brothers the oathsworn are here these are the first 5 epic novels in robert low s brilliant oathsworn series

The Oathsworn Series Books 1 to 3

2014-06-12

the band of viking brothers the oathsworn are here these are the first 3 epic novels in robert low s brilliant oathsworn series

The Whale Road (The Oathsworn Series, Book 1)

2011-02-17

discover something new with this limited time discount on book one of the series the first in the oathsworn series charting the adventures of a band of vikings on the
chase for the secret hoard of attila the hun

Crowbone (The Oathsworn Series, Book 5)

2012-09-13

the long awaited return to robert low s oathsworn series

The Prow Beast (The Oathsworn Series, Book 4)

2010-03-04

the epic and action packed fourth novel in the oathsworn series charting the adventures of orm and his band of viking brothers

The Wolf Sea (The Oathsworn Series, Book 2)

2011-02-17

the gripping second novel in the oathsworn series charting the adventures of a band of vikings looking for the return of the rune sword that will lead them to attila s
hoard

The White Raven (The Oathsworn Series, Book 3)

2009-03-06

the epic and action packed third novel in low s oathsworn series charting the adventures of orm and his band of viking brothers
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The Lion Wakes (The Kingdom Series)

2011-04-14

the first novel in the kingdom series as robert low moves from the vikings to the making of scotland

Oath Sworn

2021-09-14

i ve never been the type to find trouble owning a bar takes work and that was all i wanted serving cold beers and paying my taxes those were the responsibilities i wanted
for the rest of my life i didn t ask to be a werecat i didn t ask for the responsibility to uphold an ancient treaty i didn t ask to get pulled into the middle of a
werewolf pack s coup but carey everson the very human daughter of a werewolf alpha needs me her father s enemies are on her heels and i m her last defense and i ll be
that defense until my final breath even if it means challenging the very laws that govern the supernatural i gave her my word my name is jacky leon and nothing is going
to stop me from honoring my word

The White Raven

2009

the epic and action packed sequel to the wolf sea charting the adventures of orm and his band of viking brothers the oathsworn

The Accursed Kings Series Books 1-3: The Iron King, The Strangled Queen, The Poisoned Crown

2015-01-08

this is the original game of thrones george r r martin a collection of the first three books in maurice druon s epic historical fiction series the accursed kings

The Merciful Crow

2019-07-30

a tor com best of 2019 pick a 2020 yalsa best fiction for young adults pick debut author margaret owen crafts a powerful saga of vengeance survival and sacrifice perfect
for fans of leigh bardugo and kendare blake in the merciful crow packed to the teeth with fresh worldbuilding and righteous fury it s a ride that is wildly fun emily a
duncan new york times bestselling author of wicked saints rich harrowing and unafraid to tackle discrimination perfect for fans of leigh bardugo and tomi adeyemi kirkus
starred review one way or another we always feed the crows a future chieftain fie abides by one rule look after your own her crow caste of undertakers and mercy killers
takes more abuse than coin but when they re called to collect royal dead she s hoping they ll find the payout of a lifetime a fugitive prince when crown prince jasimir
turns out to have faked his death fie s ready to cut her losses and perhaps his throat but he offers a wager that she can t refuse protect him from a ruthless queen and
he ll protect the crows when he reigns a too cunning bodyguard hawk warrior tavin has always put jas s life before his magically assuming the prince s appearance and
shadowing his every step but what happens when tavin begins to want something to call his own

His Captive

2007

when a feisty lady is kidnapped by a seductive scottish rebel she finds herself trapped by her powerful attraction to a man whose touch shakes her to the core original
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A Dish of Spurs

2020-04-02

in the space between nations nothing is out of bounds a dark brutal and unforgettable historical thriller from the author ofthe oathsworn series 1542 for centuries the
scottish and english borders were known as the debatable lands wild lawless and the province of reivers tight knit robber families that roamed and pillaged the remote
passes without fear fifteen year old mintie henderson has just seen her father murdered with the scottish king newly dead and an army of hired reivers on the march
justice is in short supply then she comes across batty coalhouse one armed and hard as nails together they will set out on a journey of revenge but they are soon caught
up in something bigger a tale of mary queen of scots and king henry viii stuck in the heart of a tempest they know only one way to get out alive fight praise for the
novels of rob low a company of warriors desperate battles an enthralling read bernard cornwell new york times bestselling author low mixes history archeology mythology
and nonstop often sanguinary action into a fast moving adventure tale publishers weekly an epic tale of hardship triumph betrayal and brotherhood s j a turney author of
marius mules xv the ides of march

Beasts Beyond The Wall

2019-01-21

in the dog days of rome a mission to the edge of the world first in the brothers of the sands trilogy from the author of the oathsworn series drust and kag two ex
gladiators are met with an unusual request powerful servilius structus sends them deep into scotland land of the caledonii to find and secure a woman and her young son
accompanied by a crew of fellow rogues they will risk everything on an insane quest and a daring escape with decadence and corruption in the air the consequences of their
failure are immeasurable for the empire itself is at stake a searing blood soaked historical adventure perfect for fans of giles kristian david gilman and conn iggulden
praise for the novels of rob low a company of warriors desperate battles an enthralling read bernard cornwell new york times bestselling author low mixes history
archeology mythology and nonstop often sanguinary action into a fast moving adventure tale publishers weekly an epic tale of hardship triumph betrayal and brotherhood s j
a turney author of marius mules xv the ides of march

Burrows & Badgers

2018-04-19

the kingdom of northymbra is a land in turmoil king redwulf is missing and his son rules as regent in his stead facing threats from within and without growing dissention
among the knights and nobles of the realm whispers of revolution from the freebeasts wildbeasts encroaching on the borders and bandits of all stripes making the most of
the chaos burrows badgers is a tabletop skirmish game set in the ancient realm of northymbra a kingdom where mice badgers toads and other animals wear armour wield swords
and cast magic spells your tabletop becomes part of the kingdom of northymbra whose ruined villages haunted forests and misty marshes play host to brutal ambushes and
desperate skirmishes lead your warband from battle to battle and uphold the name of your faction whether you stand with reinert s royalists the freebeasts of the fox
families or simply for your own glory or survival each model in burrows badgers represents an individual character and can be selected from a wide range of species from
the humble mouse to the mighty badger and armed and equipped as desired scenarios link into ongoing campaigns where heroes and villains may make their names and the
assistance of infamous mercenaries might mean the difference between victory and defeat

Brothers' Fury

2013-05-23

fans of bernard cornwell will love this action packed page turner set during england s bloody and brutal civil war written by the sunday times bestselling author of
lancelot giles kristian fantastic powerful blood stirring it s done with such panache such daring such glory that you ll be aching for the next instalment manda scott
enthralling excellently researched and lyrically imagined robert low could not put this down action packed throughout reader review gripping reader review as a nation
burns a family fights to survive rebel cast out and rejected by his family tom rivers returns to his regiment but his commander believes the young hothead s recklessness
and contempt for authority has no place in his troop but to a spymaster like captain crafte tom s dark and fearless nature is in itself a weapon to be turned upon the
hated cavaliers he has plans for the young rebel renegade raw with grief at the death of his father edmund rivers rejects the peace talks between parliament and the king
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he chooses instead to lead a hardened band of marauders across the moors falling on unsuspecting rebel columns like wolves but prince rupert recognising in mun a fellow
child of war has other plans for him the only peace the enemy will get from mun rivers is that of the grave huntress her heart broken following the deaths of her beloved
emmanuel and her father bess rivers takes the hardest decision of her life to leave her new born son and depart sheer house in search of the one person who might help her
re unite her broken family she will do whatever it takes but can she douse the flames of her brothers fury and see them reconciled

Naamah's Blessing

2011-06-30

moirin is alone and far from the land of her birth with nothing but a few resources of her own to draw upon and few friends she can call upon in what is about to become a
nation of enemies and there are hard questions ahead that she will have to answer whether she can forgive a deliberate betrayal whether she will fight against all odds
for her love and whether when all believe her dead and her life and her religion hang in the balance moirin can sacrifice her beliefs or will hold true to her goddess
even in death

The Lion Rampant

2013

a band of brothers has lost almost everything honouring their oath to robert the bruce wives daughters sisters brothers and lovers have been slain or imprisoned after
seven long years of struggle and endurance bruce and his loyal supporter hal of herdmanston will come face to face with edward ii the english king humiliated by defeat
and determined to put down his scottish enemy once and for all and the last great battle for the scottish throne will be decided on a bloody field called bannockburn

Forbidden Realm

2020-04-14

diana cosby is superbly talented cathy maxwell new york times bestselling author for the price of honor he must walk away from the woman he loves orphaned young a
childhood of loneliness and brutality led sir ronan o connor to join the knights templar and vow never to return to ireland but now a mission to transport a cache of
templar armaments for king robert the bruce forces the knight back to his homeland under his protection on the journey is an irish nobleman and his daughter lathir
mcconaghy trained in combat lathir will bend to no man after the death of her betrothed in battle lathir guards her heart fiercely until an attack at sea forces her and
ronan to rely on each other for their survival in the storm filled days adrift at sea a passionate bond forms between lathir and the fierce warrior in a realm torn by
treachery and turmoil they fight for their future even as secrets threaten to destroy their mission and any chance at love praise for the novels of diana cosby cosby
gives you it all passion danger lush history and a touch of magic excellent reading hannah howell new york times bestselling author a sexy new voice in historical romance
scottish historicals have a bright new star sandra hill usa today bestselling author diana cosby writes wonderful historical romance susan king

The Oathsworn

2019-11-14

this is the first book in the wrath of the northmen series by gustaf stahl time and the universe itself is a circle and each age eventually comes to its own distinct end
the age which had lasted for several thousand years broadly speaking since the iron age was now about to pass the age had many names called the iron age or the age of
kali by some legends from many peoples said it had come and gone before as part of a great cycle they were right regardless of mythos the age was bad in every sense of
the word as with the night it was also apparently at its very darkest just before the dawn humanity consumed like never before and had expanded in size exponentially for
centuries due to industrialized agriculture and medical advances almost everyone survived into old age and most managed to procreate the old slave caste who once worked
the fields had exploded in numbers and humanity hardly resembled the vast majority of humans whom had populated the planet even centuries ago let alone their distant
forefathers it eventually came crashing down a series of convergent catastrophes killed off over ninety percent of the human population and tribes arose as the only
option to stay alive and free this book details events roughly seven decades after the collapse as it came to be known when the northern european tribes battle for their
very survival against an evil empire bent on destroying or enslaving all of the remaining humanity the empire that controls all of southern europe follows a new and
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distinctly distasteful religion which incorporates cannibalism child sacrifice and many other hair raising practices determined to live the northmen banded together and
decided to form the elite warrior order of the oathsworn drawing upon legacies of the past this story tells the epic tale of the oathsworn as they fight to banish the
darkness from the shores of europe

Hunter's Oath

1995-10-01

when the covenant was made with the hunter god all who dwelt in breodanir swore to abide by it the hunter lords and the hunting dogs to which their minds were specially
attuned would seek out game in the god s woods to provide food for their people and the hunter god would ensure that the hunters the land and the people prospered but in
payment once a year the sacred hunt must be called the god s own hunt in which the prey became one of the lords or his huntbrother this was the hunter s oath sworn by
each lord and his huntbrother the companion chosen from the common folk to remind each lord of his own ties to humanity it was the oath pledged in blood by gilliam of
elseth and the orphan boy stepehn and the fulfillment of that oath would lead them to the kind of destiny from which legends were made

Caligula

2018-03-08

an engrossing new spin on a well known tale antonia senior the times caligula as you ve never seen him before a powerfully moving read from one of the best ancient world
authors in the business kate quinn author of the alice network everyone knows his name everyone thinks they know his story rome 37ad the emperor is dying no one knows how
long he has left the power struggle has begun when the ailing tiberius thrusts caligula s family into the imperial succession in a bid to restore order he will change the
fate of the empire and create one of history s most infamous tyrants caligula but was he really a monster forget everything you think you know let livilla caligula s
youngest sister and confidante tell you what really happened how her quiet caring brother became the most powerful man on earth and how with lies murder and betrayal rome
was changed for ever a truly different take on one of history s villains all through this i am seeing al pacino in the godfather slowly stained darker and darker by power
and blood robert low author of the oathsworn series enthralling and original brutal and lyrical by turns with powerful imagery and carefully considered history simon
turney provides a credible alternative to the caligula myth that will have the reader questioning everything they believe they know about the period anthony riches author
of the empire series

A Brother's Oath

2016-04-15

the untold story of england s beginning denmark 444 a d two brothers the cold and calculating hengest and the intrepid but headstrong horsa find their separate worlds
thrown into turmoil by royal treachery and an evil cult thought long dead reunited by an oath sworn in their youth they set off on a journey that will define their
destiny and set them upon the path to greatness when hengest s family is kidnapped by an unknown enemy horsa knows his oath has become more than a thing of words and he
infiltrates the crew of one of the most feared raiders in the northern world to find out who took them meanwhile hengest struggles to rally his rag tag group of followers
into a united people his heart yearns for a safe haven for his family a land that he and his followers can call their own for generations to come this is the first part
of the thrilling saga of the two warriors who spearheaded the anglo saxon migrations to britain and whose names became legendary as the founders of the land that would
one day be called england

Prince of Fools

2014-06-03

international bestselling author mark lawrence continues the bold new world of dark fantasy he created in the broken empire trilogy with the first book of the red queen s
war for all her reign the red queen has fought the long war contested in secret against the powers that stand behind nations for higher stakes than land or gold her
greatest weapon is the silent sister unseen by most and unspoken of by all the red queen s grandson prince jalan kendeth drinker gambler seducer of women is one who can
see the silent sister content with his role as a minor royal jal pretends that the hideous crone is not there but war with the undead is coming and the red queen has
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called on her family to defend the realm jal thinks that nothing that will affect him he s wrong after escaping a death trap set by the silent sister jal finds his fate
magically intertwined with a fierce norse warrior as the two undertake a journey to undo the spell encountering grave dangers willing women and an upstart prince named
jorg ancrath along the way jalan gradually catches a glimmer of the truth he and the norseman are but pieces in a game and the red queen controls the board

The Mists of Avalon

2001-07-15

the magical saga of the women behind king arthur s throne a monumental reimagining of the arthurian legends reading it is a deeply moving and at times uncanny experience
an impressive achievement the new york times book review in marion zimmer bradley s masterpiece we see the tumult and adventures of camelot s court through the eyes of
the women who bolstered the king s rise and schemed for his fall from their childhoods through the ultimate fulfillment of their destinies we follow these women and the
diverse cast of characters that surrounds them as the great arthurian epic unfolds stunningly before us as morgaine and gwenhwyfar struggle for control over the fate of
arthur s kingdom as the knights of the round table take on their infamous quest as merlin and viviane wield their magics for the future of old britain the isle of avalon
slips further into the impenetrable mists of memory until the fissure between old and new worlds and old and new religions claims its most famous victim

Blood Eye

2012-08-28

a viking adventure packed with battles blood and gore raven is historical fiction at its very best and marks the debut of an outstanding new talent for two years osric
has lived a simple life apprenticed to the mute old carpenter who took him in when others spurned him but when norsemen from across the sea burn his village osric is
taken prisoner by these warriors their chief sigurd the lucky believes the norns have woven this strange boy s fate together with his own and osric begins to sense
glorious purpose among this fellowship of warriors immersed in the norsemen s world and driven by their lust for adventure osric proves a natural warrior and forges a
blood bond with sigurd who renames him raven but the norsemen s world is a savage one where loyalty is often repaid in blood and where a young man must become a killer in
order to survive when the fellowship faces annihilation from ealdorman ealdred of wessex raven chooses a bloody and dangerous path accepting the mission of raiding deep
into hostile lands to steal a holy book from coenwolf king of mercia there he will find much more than the holy gospels of st jerome he will find cynethryth an english
girl with a soul to match his own and he will find betrayal at the hands of cruel men some of whom he regards as friends

Sword of Rome

2013-08-15

bestselling author douglas jackson expertly brings the roman empire to life in this brutal and bloody historical adventure perfect for fans of simon scarrow ben kane and
conn iggulden readers are loving gaius valerius verrens breakneck action vivid characters a fresh believable perspective and a fabulous plot with a stunning unexpected
end don t want to read it yet are you barking mad 5 stars a page turner that makes you want more 5 stars i couldn t put the book down 5 stars a cracking read 5 stars
hugely enjoyable 5 stars amidst the chaos and carnage of civil war where do a hero s loyalties lie ad 68 the emperor nero s erratic and bloody reign is in its death
throes when gaius valerius verrens is dispatched to rome on a mission that will bring it to a close with nero dead the city and the empire hold their breath pray for
peace and await the arrival of his successor servius sulpicius galba governor of hispania but they pray in vain galba promises stability and prosperity but his rule
begins with a massacre and ends only months later in chaos and carnage and so starts the year of the four emperors a time of civil war which will tear rome apart and test
valerius s skills and loyalties to their very limit fortunate to survive galba s fall valerius is sent on a mission by rome s new emperor otho to persuade his old friend
vitellius to halt his armies stop them marching in the north and therefore prevent inevitable confrontation and disruption in an epic adventure that will take him the
length and breadth of a divided land the one armed roman fights to stay alive and stave off a bloodbath as he is stalked by the most implacable enemy he has ever faced
gaius valerius verrens s adventures continue in enemy of rome

Keystone (Crossbreed Series: Book 1)

2017-01-16
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history and legend combine in the gripping tale of hakon haraldsson a christian boy who once fought for the high seat of a viking realm it is 935 a d and the north is in
turmoil king harald fairhair has died leaving the high seat of the realm to his murderous son erik bloodaxe to solidify his claim erik ruthlessly disposes of all
claimants to his throne save one his youngest brother hakon erik s surviving enemies send a ship to wessex where the christian king athelstan is raising hakon unable to
avoid his fate he returns to the viking north to face his brother and claim his birthright only to discover that victory will demand sacrifices beyond his wildest
nightmares

God's Hammer

2022-02-15

at the onset of her training they d all but anointed vera the chosen one their hero who would retrieve the ancient relic the ember capable of ending their banishment and
returning the skyborne to their beloved home realm idia yet ten years later her development halted vera had only a hairsbreadth more than the common power they d expected
more from her if she d failed it didn t matter she was their tool but vera s know how and prowess proved undefeatable now free from the confines of a life shrouded with
danger secrets and those whose only goal is to use her she faces a new challenge the ember has chosen her and this time the consequences are far more lethal something is
awry in the realm of the banished the swath is expanding unrest permeates the territories regent karish s handsome son is out for revenge after discovering vera s
betrayal the ember is missing and a mad healer is breeding an aerial army of creatures capable of blocking the skyborne from the common power with skepticism clouding her
vision she is torn between accepting her fate and losing the freedom she fought so valiantly to attain her unexpected tie to this ancient and powerful relic catapults her
down a path she never believed in and will force her to reveal long hidden truths and prove to herself that she can achieve the impossible find out what happens in realm
of the banished a fast paced character driven fantasy adventure full of twists and turns content trigger warning includes strong language physical violence consensual sex
and sexual assault

Realm of the Banished

2021-06-25

a masterfully crafted brutally compelling norse inspired epic anthony ryan the greatest sagas are written in blood a century has passed since the gods fought and drove
themselves to extinction now only their bones remain promising great power to those brave enough to seek them out as whispers of war echo across the land of vigrid fate
follows in the footsteps of three warriors a huntress on a dangerous quest a noblewoman pursuing battle fame and a thrall seeking vengeance among the mercenaries known as
the bloodsworn all three will shape the fate of the world as it once more falls under the shadow of the gods set in a brand new norse inspired world and packed with myth
magic and vengeance the shadow of the gods begins an epic new fantasy saga from bestselling author john gwynne

The Shadow of Fenrir

2018

book 2 in the amra sword sorcery fantasy series amra is a thief with morals she won t steal from anyone poorer than she is fortunately anybody that poor generally doesn t
have much worth stealing holgren is a mage with a distaste for magic and a soul bartered away to dark powers together they embark on a quest for the fabled city of
thagoth where the secret of immortality is rumored to be hidden but amra and holgren aren t the only ones after the secret many others seek to utilize the hidden magic
for their own twisted ends and waiting in the ruined city with dark plans for the world are the twin gods tha agoth and athagos a brother and sister whose illicit passion
is as destructive and vengeful as they are now as potent sorceries clash in a violent struggle for dominion over all that lives amra and holgren face a choice between the
unthinkable and the unbearable with the fate of the world hanging in the balance originally published by random house under the title thagoth the thief who spat in luck s
good eye was the 2002 del rey digital first novel competition winner mcclung has an impressive ability to write compelling characters and a fast paced and action packed
plot that never seems to let up speculative book review

The Shadow of the Gods

2021-05-04
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a glorious bloody perfect viking saga of honour courage blood feud and revenge from the sunday times bestselling author of lancelot giles kristian perfect for fans of
bernard cornwell and games of thrones unrelenting pace brilliant action and characters a masterwork conn iggulden action packed storytelling which stirs the blood and
thrills the soul wilbur smith easily one of the best books i ve had the pleasure to read reader review it began with the betrayal of a lord by a king norway 785 ad when
king gorm puts jarl harald s family to the sword he makes one fatal mistake he fails to kill harald s youngest son sigurd his kin slain his village seized his taken as
slaves sigurd wonders if the gods have forsaken him hunted by powerful men he is unsure who to trust and yet he has a small band of loyal followers at his side with them
and with the help of the all father odin he determines to make a king pay for his treachery using cunning and war craft sigurd gathers together a fellowship of warriors
including his father s right hand man olaf bram who men call bear black floki who wields death with a blade and the shield maiden valgerd who fears no man and convinces
them to follow him for whether Ódin is with him or not sigurd will have vengeance and neither men nor gods had best stand in his way sigurd s story continues in winter s
fire

The Thief Who Spat in Luck's Good Eye

2013

grim ace while you work aisling grimlock is having a bad week well actually she s having a bad life not that she s complaining okay she s totally complaining after being
laid off from her secretarial position she has no choice but to join the family business and now she s a full time grim reaper that s right she collects and transfers
souls to the hereafter cool huh not quite on the second day of her new job aisling literally stumbles over a dead body that s not on her list and the stakes are suddenly
raised because when a name isn t on the list that means someone stole it and that s never a good thing aisling s family which consists of a tempestuous father and four
overbearing older brothers are hot on the case but the answers they re coming up with aren t exactly soothing it seems a contingent of wraiths have descended on the area
and they re not just dangerous for unsuspecting souls and the general populace the grimlock family is at risk too if that weren t bad enough aisling finds herself
inexplicably drawn to detective griffin taylor the police officer who considers her a murder suspect oh and she s a wraith magnet although truth be told she s more
interested in detective taylor aisling is determined to prove that she has what it takes to be a great reaper even if it means risking her life and proving her father and
brothers wrong when it comes to her competence level when things finally become clear will aisling survive long enough to make things right or will she fall prey to the
wraiths and the individual controlling them

God of Vengeance

2014-04-24

the throne of england is slipping from king henry s grasp his only son has drowned in the english channel and the predators are gathering ready to devour both england and
normandy when the last of king harold s housecarls returns to england to die he brings with him a reluctant hero who will save the kingdom alfraed son of ridley is the
first of a new breed he is an english knight the novel is set in a time when warlords fight for small parcels of land and treachery is the order of the day english knight
is a fast moving novel set in that most turbulent of times the anarchy filled with action and battles this is the first in a series of chronicles painting a picture of a
bloody time in english history when the only people you could rely on were your household warriors and you slept with a dagger beneath your bed

Rogue Alpha

2021-12-14

the wars have ended now the fighting starts the thrilling conclusion to the epic and savage border reivers trilogy from the author of burning the water it is 1548 and the
war with the english is winding down but in the savage heart of the borders peace is far from secured one armed batty coalhouse bounty hunter explosives specialist border
wanderer is doing what he usually does ripping the enemy apart but then he s sent on an unusual errand an old friend has been taken to berwick england s northernmost
point batty needs to get him back nothing is ever simple on the border and soon batty is fighting enemies old and new but in this blood soaked world it s not just your
enemies you need to worry about hold tight for a last wild ride an unforgettable novel from a unique historical imagination shake loose the border will blow you away
praise for the novels of rob low a company of warriors desperate battles an enthralling read bernard cornwell new york times bestselling author low mixes history
archeology mythology and nonstop often sanguinary action into a fast moving adventure tale publishers weekly an epic tale of hardship triumph betrayal and brotherhood s j
a turney author of marius mules xv the ides of march
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Grim Tidings

2024-01-28

it s a mad and violent world they must be equal to it a historical thriller filled with jaw dropping action from the author of beasts beyond the wall ex gladiators drust
kag and their brutal band are as dirt ridden and downbeat as ever drawn to the syrian frontier at the edge of the roman world they are presented with a mysterious riddle
from old companions in the scorching heat schemes and rumors breed like flies on a corpse to survive a deadly plot drust and his men must face all challengers along with
mother nature s rage sometimes they ll run as fast as they can pray to the gods but sometimes they ll have to stand and fight praise for the novels of rob low a company
of warriors desperate battles an enthralling read bernard cornwell new york times bestselling author low mixes history archeology mythology and nonstop often sanguinary
action into a fast moving adventure tale publishers weekly an epic tale of hardship triumph betrayal and brotherhood s j a turney author of marius mules xv the ides of
march

English Knight

2016-12-11

Shake Loose the Border

2021-01-25

The Red Serpent

2019-07-05
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